Tile, stone and porcelain Saws

CONTRACTORS Speak Up
“From the moment you turn on this saw you can hear the
difference, it is SUPER quiet. When cutting dense or large
format material many saws have a tendency to “drift”, not so
with the IMER. This saw cuts straight, accurate and chip free
day after day, year after year”.
– Mike Owens, Owner, Tile Setter

CONTRACTORS Speak Up
“This is the finest piece of equipment that I have ever
purchased! I had a job with 12” x 36” Spanish porcelain tile, I
was worried about how I would cut it accurately. The 250/1000
was the right tool for the job and made excellent cuts. I have
used just about every saw there is and originally used an MK
212. I’m very pleased with the performance of IMER saws”.

Combicut 250/1000 Lite
The Combi 250/1000 Lite is designed to cut today's tile and stone pieces which are larger
and more expensive than in years past. Using precision cast aluminum and modern hi-tech
manufacturing methods we have created a saw which is accurate, light, and extremely
reliable. The Combi 250/1000 Lite is for those jobs which are smaller in nature, yet require
cuts up to 40" in length. For larger scale commercial jobs it is necessary to upgrade to our
Combi 350/1200.
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– Fernando Melendez, Remodeling Contractor, Arlington, VA.

Laser Guide

A laser cutting guide now comes
standard with every Combi 250/1000
Lite. Mark the line of your cut on
the material, line it up with the laser,
and go!

Perfect 45° cuts
To make a miter cut just tilt the
cutting head over to 45°. The cuts
are absolutely perfect, make seamless
backsplash in just minutes.

QUICK SPECS
Blade diameter
Blade shaft diameter
Max. cutting length (w/plunge cut)
Max. cutting depth
Motor rating… More power than ever!
Blade speed
Weight (boxed, includes stand)
Water pan capacity
Water pump flow
Noise level
OPERATING DIMENSIONS (boxed)
Length
Height
Width

Stand included

COMBI 250/1000VA 10”
10"
5/8"
37" (40")
3 ¾"
1.75 h.p. 110 v, 15 amp
2.800 r.p.m.
82 (98) lbs., very lite
12 gal.
3 g.p.m.
78 db(A) It’s real quiet!

The stand is like the saw, very light and very
stable. The stand also has a built in wheelkit so
that the Combi 250/1000 Lite is easy to move
around the jobsite. And it folds in two in seconds to
load it up or put it away quickly.

Quality

The extruded aluminum travel bar design provides
a smooth and accurate cut. Maintenance is
minimal, just spray n’ wipe with WD-40.

Cast Aluminum

Aircraft quality cast aluminum materials make
for a rigid and light weight saw which will maintain
its finish for years to come.

55" (58")
24" (24")
25" (27")
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Plunge Cuts

Plunge cuts are smooth and precise as the
cast aluminum cutting head pivots on a sealed
bushing. ‘L’ cuts for door jams are now quick
n’ simple.

